Vocations Fale

Vocations Fale are on a beautiful beach called Fua-a-Tane. It has comfortable fales for tourists to stay or sleep in. Fua-a-Tane has everything – a beach with soft white sand, beautiful fale, the blue bright sea and fantastic waves that can make noise as loud as thunder. I don’t know if it has everything pleasing.

Climate change has affected this beach (for the first time) with erosion. Elise, the lady who owns the fales, told Blake and I that there have been a lot of changes that have happened to the sea. Blue cost the fales are really threatening. Now they come all the way up the shore and reach the sand bags.

The sea walls were built to protect this magnificent beach from the mighty waves that threaten the shores. They put extra sand bags and rocks on to the beach to make sure that the shores don’t reach the comfortable fales. Elise, the lady who owns the fales, said that the waves are threatening. Now they come all the way up the shore and reach the sand bags.

I wonder if this beach will be there in the future.

— Alowesi Suveinakama

Portraits of Resilience is part of the Many Strong Voices Programme. It illustrates in a personal way what climate change means to young people in the Arctic and Small Island Developing States and helps communities create their own visual archive of the changes they are experiencing.

More @ www.manystrongvoices.org

…levels have risen, killing plant life…

Savaii, Samoa

Vacations Fale are on a beautiful beach called Fua-a-Tane. It has comfortable fales for tourists to stay or sleep in. Fua-a-Tane has everything – a beach with soft white sand, beautiful fale, the blue bright sea and fantastic waves that can make noise as loud as thunder. I don’t know if it has everything pleasing.

Climate change has affected this beach (for the first time) with erosion. Elise, the lady who owns the fales, told Blake and I that there have been a lot of changes that have happened to the sea. Blue cost the fales are really threatening. Now they come all the way up the shore and reach the sand bags.

The sea walls were built to protect this magnificent beach from the mighty waves that threaten the shores. They put extra sand bags and rocks on to the beach to make sure that the shores don’t reach the comfortable fales. Elise, the lady who owns the fales, said that the waves are threatening. Now they come all the way up the shore and reach the sand bags.

I wonder if this beach will be there in the future.

— Alowesi Suveinakama

Portraits of Resilience is part of the Many Strong Voices Programme. It illustrates in a personal way what climate change means to young people in the Arctic and Small Island Developing States and helps communities create their own visual archive of the changes they are experiencing.

More @ www.manystrongvoices.org